Red Recruit has a fantastic relationship with Crown
all over the world. Working closely with them in the
UK and as far as Australia. Having made many
successful placements, Crown turn to us with all
levels of vacancies, which we strive to deliver on.

The Crown Worldwide Group is a unified organization and the divisions that
make up the group share a common quality – the experience and insight to
know how to accomplish anything, from the complex to the routine.
Crown's divisions serve international markets
Crown provides strategic Assignment Management Services and complete
Relocations for multinational companies and government organizations.
Crown’s people, experienced, expert, and on-hand in nearly 60 countries,
support employees on assignment and private individuals embarking on a
new life in a new place.
Crown is also a significant force in corporate information management. With
impressive facilities worldwide, Crown manages archiving, retrieval and
secure management of information in physical and electronic format.
Our care for people and important information is matched by our delicacy in
handling unique, sensitive and often priceless works of art. Through offices in
the major art centers of the world, Crown’s experts in fine art provide services
in the planning, handling and movement of art around the world.
Further divisions encompass more conventional logistics services from
storing and managing wine collections, project management of oil and gas
equipment, hotel refurbishments, and warehousing and distribution of luxury
goods.
Its global operations support a worldwide CSR program
With offices in more than 265 locations, Crown naturally has a global
perspective. We recognize that in the delivery of our services, we also bear a
responsibility to our communities and the environment, worldwide. Our
commitment to our customers is matched by a sincere and wide ranging CSR
programme, supporting health, education and welfare projects as well as our
continual efforts to improve the environmental performance of all our
operations.
The Crown Worldwide Group, headquartered in Hong Kong, was established
in 1965.

Bolliger trusted us to find them
a new company MD. We did
this very successfully with our
Candidate currently thriving
having added great value to the
Bolliger business.

Bolliger is a wholly family-owned multinational company
Our senior management team is made up of dedicated individuals, many of whom
have work together for over 25 years. The result is a business that feels like a family,
of which our clients are valuable members. We pride ourselves on a tradition of
personal attention and quality service.
Experience has taught us that success depends on a job well done.
For us that means, when all is said and done, our client is happily settled in their
new home. Whether we are moving a home or a business, we view each client as an
individual with a unique set of requirements.
To make sure those are met, we assign one point of contact throughout the moving
process. From consultation to delivery, our clients have someone they can turn to –
someone who listens to your needs and expectations, knows the ins and outs of the
move, and can follow through. Its this kind of personalized care that has earned us
our reputation.
Our 100-year heritage of experience and knowledge in packing, storage,
transportation and delivery ensures our clients’ valuable possessions reach their
destination safely, securely and on time - every time.
The Bolliger group of national and international moving companies are firmly
established in the key capitals of London, Milan, Florence, Lugano, Madrid and New
York. With our worldwide connections, we can help you settle in around the corner
or across the globe.

Red Recruit helped Nomad in achieving their goal
of further global expansion to Asia. We have an
excellent relationship with the business owners
and took on board all of their needs when finding
the right person. The business has taken off
incredibly over the past few months as a direct
result on our Candidate introductions, therefore
we have been asked to further assist with finding
the right people moving forward.

Nomad Temporary Housing was founded by one of the pioneers of the temporary housing industry for nomadic travellers
like you, to provide the widest possible choice of accommodations in the world. Nomad is the only independent operator
of temporary apartments that combines the full service of an international temporary apartment company with the myriad
of locations from over 810 quality temporary apartment providers in Nomad’s network, 7400 different apartment
properties, and a total of 74,500 apartments. We provide you with unbiased options based on criteria you select. We
place you where you wish to be at the rate you need, versus the competition placing you where it is convenient for them.
Our full service offering begins at the time of your rental request. Nomad’s reservation team conducts a “Nomad Needs
Assessment" with you. We verify your specific requests when it comes to the important decision of selecting a temporary
apartment. Is it location, price, or a particular apartment community? Arrival date or something else? Whatever your
needs may be, they drive the apartment options we provide.
We feature beautiful garden style apartments in Los Angeles, sleek high rise accommodations in Shanghai, New York or
Vancouver, and traditional townhouses in London.
Nomad has regional offices located in California, New York, Hong Kong and London

Nomad Value Proposition
•

Unbiased Selection. We give you options tailored to your needs, whether that is a specific arrival date, placing
a group all in one building, or the lowest possible price point; whatever you desire. We can do this because we
have no commercial interest in any property option we provide. We have no bias to our own apartment
inventory, because we carry no inventory. In this regard, we are unique, and we work for you. We never force
you into options to fill existing vacant apartments, simply because we don't have any vacant apartments.

•

Price Advantage. We scour the market for the best possible pricing at the time of reservation. Our proprietary
multiple bid system seeks out un-rented temporary apartment choices among quality providers. You receive the
best possible prices due to our bid system, Nomad’s keen knowledge of each area’s rates and costs, and
the negotiating prowess of the Nomad team.

•

Choice. You receive the price and location choice of hundreds of apartment providers, under the auspices of
one firm. We have aggregated the temporary housing industry for you. You can rest easy and deal with
one company for all your temporary housing needs. From one stay per year to hundreds per year; we provide a
centralized point of contact for quality service, customized billing, 24/7 communication, and arrival and
departure services.

We have worked with SIRVA for many years
and have made successful placements in a
number of their offices all over the world.
Working closely with their offices in the
Middle East and Asia.

The Mobility Services You Need: All Under One Roof
From moving household goods, to providing mortgage, corporate housing, predecision assistance, and more, SIRVA brands deliver the services and programs that
make up a large percentage of your total relocation spend.
At SIRVA, we take a rigorous, analytical approach to managing the global supply
chain. We understand the importance of defining the potential risks and cost-saving
opportunities throughout the entire mobility process. With analytics as the
foundation, value can be created within each client’s mobility program as costs are
reduced, potential risk is managed and the quality of corporate relocation services
increases. Delivering service in more than 150 countries, our global presence and
local expertise enables SIRVA to anticipate and meet the evolving needs of the
industry. Our processes and strategies are built with the strength of a global
knowledge base, and delivered personally by our local mobility specialists. With our
industry-leading global footprint, SIRVA can deliver superior service, customized for
you.

The SIRVA Consulting Services Group
SIRVA Advantage
SIRVA Mortgage
SIRVA Settlement
SIRVA Property Management
SIRVA Corporate Housing
SIRVA Pre-Decision
SIRVA Move Management
SIRVA Moving Services

Red Recruit has a great relationship with Sterling.
Sterling turn to us on a regular basis, leading to us
successfully placing multiple people in their offices
around the UK every year.

Founded in 1991, Sterling is a provider of global relocation services to some
of the world’s leading companies. Through our service delivery hubs in
EMEA, the Americas and Asia Pacific, we help clients achieve their business
goals by alleviating workforce mobility challenges.
Relocating employees receive a dedicated Sterling team member as a single
point of coordination, support and advice to ensure every part of their
relocation runs smoothly. Many of our staff have lived and worked abroad
themselves and understand the challenges faced by relocating employees
and their families.
Sterling is committed to quality and delivering an impeccable service, in every
location. Our ISO and FIDI FAIM accredited quality processes guarantee our
high standards are consistently maintained.
Client satisfaction is our ultimate goal. That is why we make it our business to
develop a comprehensive knowledge of each client’s challenges and
ambitions. By understanding what matters most, we can ensure that this is
where we excel. Last year 99.63% of relocating employees were satisfied
with our service.
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International moving and storage
School search and educational consultancy
Departure and repatriation services
Visa and immigration
Policy consultation
Short-term accommodation
Work permits
Expense management
Language training
Settling-in assistance
Partner support
Home search and home sale
Transit cover
Furniture rental
Tenancy management

